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ABSTRACT: The cloud computing is a technology used to organize and manage
resources and services. Cloud based Web applications help for enabling convenient and on
demand resource access with resource shared pool. Cloud Computing application provides
platform for various computation, software access and data handling for betterment of
proposed solution. Security is primary requirement to maintain trust and authenticity of
information and services. This research work observes that there is big gap into security
issue of existing system. Confidentiality, authentication, access control and integrity are
the major ideology of security and one of the essential requirements for any software. This
paper investigate existing solution for SaaS model of Cloud computing and explore the
various flaw in context of security. Here, work concludes with the comparative study of
different existing solution and address the common problems and excuses.
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing technology is seen as the collection of internet based services for better
utilizing the resources and services. It is the new utility which provides virtualization, parallel
and distributed computing into single unit. It implies the sharing of resources to handle
applications with reduces capital and low maintenance cost. It gives increased scalability and
ease of access feature with low complexity.
Cloud computing can be defined “ A model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on –
demand network access to a shared pool of resources (e.g., networks, storage, applications
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or service provider interaction”.
Cloud security is the most critical task while considering its working environment, i.e.
outsourced, distributed and utility based. In such cases making the users data confidential,
increases the trust over the system. Also the security procedure does not make the availability
affected in any ways. The users of these kind of systems is always retains the services and
securities preliminaries with respect to data itself. As the cloud user can access its data
frequently and if here some encryption is used which requires decryption and the repetitive
process continues to increase the overheads. It requires some mechanism in which encryption
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is performed and if the user requires performing some operations on secure file without
decrypting it can be fulfilled. Thus encryption lets the user facilitates about the performing
operations on encrypted data which reduces the complexity of confidentiality operations.
The cloud computing service can support the computer hardware or software
resources to user conveniently. The cloud computing service can support the computer
hardware or software resources to user conveniently. The cloud computing service can
support the computer hardware or software resources to user conveniently.
But they are able occur privacy, availability, or man-in-the-middle attack problems in
the wired or mobile communication environments. So, public cloud user is lower about
22%.The private cloud services can provide only users who are allowed from the inside of the
enterprise. The private cloud service is very expensive method and it has many restrictions.
So only the enterprises of 20% degree are using a service only from domestic. Therefore,
hybrid cloud services are only hopeful services. This service selects strong points between the
public cloud service and private cloud services. This service must agree network, database,
and security services between service providers before make services. And this is a very
difficult. Hybrid cloud services must understand secure weak points of private cloud services
and public cloud services. And they must support a way of resolving the security threats.
They must provide a secure authentication system for hybrid cloud services in mobile
communication environments. Therefore, hybrid cloud service provider must understand
secure weak points for private and public cloud service and they must support suitable
security services to hybrid cloud service users such as user and device authentication service.
The purpose of the project is to find out the benefits and drawbacks in regards with
data security and data availability; enterprise can have by the use of Cloud Computing for the
implementation and management of their information system. Finally concluding the factors
in terms of cost and data security, enterprises should keep in mind while adopting Cloud
Computing for the effective and efficient use of their information system.
EXISTING SOLUTION
Sushil Kr Saroj et. al. [] state that “Cloud computing can be listed as the one of the most fast
growing technology can be used for better computation and storage performance. The basic
advantage of such technology is to develop cost effective application with minimum resource
requirement. This statement can be creating complex contradiction about to enhance system
performance and cost effective solution with minimum resources. This technology helps to
share various resources and storage capacity along with services to reduce individual cost and
create a sharable environment. Author suggest that there are five feature of cloud computing
can be listed as below;
1. On-Demand Service,
2. Self Service,
3. Location Independent,
4. Rapid Elasticity And
5. Measured Scale Service.
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However, security is one of the major hurdles in the way of cloud computing due to
sharable environment. User avoids using of common resources due to worry of information
leakage Computing. Here author observe that “people feel that cloud is unsafe place and once
you send your data to the cloud, you lose complete control over it”.
They conclude that many schemes are given to confirm these security requirements
however they're affected by collusion attack or information leakage attack by malicious users
due to weak cloud service provider and serious computation (due to massive no keys). To
deal with these problems author propose a algorithm, integrated by several security approach.
During this theme, there are essentially three entities: Data Owner (DO), Cloud Service
supplier (CSP) and Users. Users are divided in teams on some basis like location, project and
department and, cherish every group, there's one key for secret writing and cryptography of
data. Every user within the cluster shares elements of the key. Data can be decrypted once a
minimum of threshold variety of users can present. This theme not solely provides
information confidentiality by all means that however additionally reduces the quantity of
keys. To achieve fine-grained information access management, the approach has used
capability list. To explain the complete phenomena they propose a architecture view
explained in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Communication Model with Security
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Cloud computing environment has wide application area and may deploy with various
purpose. Although, security was primary concern since inception of internet due to its public
connection, it becomes very critical due to involvement of internet with cloud computing.
Cloud computing gives wide computing nature environment with distributed storage with
parallel execution facility. It requires internet to enhance its scope from intranet to worldwide
and uses internet services to access cloud application from outside the network.
Any organization or computer node that process data through public network is
subject for security breach and may be target for various security threats and attackers. It
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creates dilemma in user’s mind about the trust and privacy of information. Any user who
access or store their confidential information using cloud applications always required
assurance about safety and security of content.
The study of complete existing system explore that, existing solutions provides security but
either one or two level. They do not gives complete security model or framework to integrate
security with cloud applications. They address a very strong need of security model which
should provide security not as the requirement but as essential component of application.
Following major problems has been observed during the study of Base Paper [Base Paper
Citation].
 Poor Privacy and Confidentiality Approach
 Single Authentication Approach
 No User Role Classification
 Absence of storage level privacy
In the existing work author attempt to provide security for public cloud environment. They do
not consider trusted node may spy the network security policy and can support security
breaching. Capability list base access control classifies the user based on user involvement
but does not stand arise the involvement of user into system. Role specification can not help
to avoid such situation but may enhance the scalability of user addition.
Furthermore, work also examine the need of privacy maintenance at database level. Previous
work do not consider such critical issue and store data into plain format. They only
concentrate to maintain privacy at communication level not background level.
The study of complete existing system explore that, existing solutions provides security but
either one or two level. They do not give complete security model or framework to integrate
security with cloud applications. They address a very strong need of security model which
should provide security not as the requirement but as essential component of application.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
This research work proposes an efficient technique to establish strong security policy
for real cloud (Red hat-Open Shift). The complete system is classified into two ends. One end
is client end, use to generate request for service. Subsequently, another end is server end use
to process and manage incoming requests and provide interface between database, user and
service provider.
The user management of proposed system is classified into three users which are
listed below;
1. General User
2. Manager
3. Administrator
All the above three users are classified according to their rights of access. User / Basic user
can only perform upload or download action. User is very limited user type can perform
limited task. The advance user type super user is co-administrator of proposed solution used
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to manage uploaded files. This user can also delete the uploaded files. Administrator is the
root authority of proposed system give approval for user. It is the only authority who is
responsible for user creation. The rights and working capabilities of each user can defined
below.
User / Basic User: Following steps are used for user creation and service access.
Step 1: It is the primary step where user request for access by registration form to create new
user profile. Default scripts retrieve the IP address of requested node and attach with user
request. Afterwards, User has to re-login and generate IP-request for administrator approval.
Administrator approval provides permission for user to login from requested IP address.
Furthermore, it also adds the requested IP address with user information in database for
authentication purpose.
Step 2:
Afterwards, user can upload and download the document file. When user requests to upload a
file, it request to upload service and file up-loader convert the requested file into byte format
and store into database
The complete system is implemented into web based environment and available on red-hat
server. Thus the entire uploaded file can be accessed and download from any location. This
feature may create opportunity for attacker to get access from public network. Thus IPVerification process is integrated with authentication service. When user attempt to login
from non-recognized computer system, it required fresh approval from administrator before
login. Thus, non-recognized node can’t be used for login purpose.
Manager User: This is more privilege user than basic user who not only upload or download
file but also delete respected files. All the authentication and approval process is same for
super user as basic user.
Administrator: It is the root user of the proposed system who allow user and super user to
access the requested services as per there privilege. It is shown in figure 4.4.
Confidentiality

RSA
1. User Id-Password Mechanism

Authentication

2. IP-Based Authentication [Private Cloud
Authentication]
3. Token Based Authentication [OTP][Public
Cloud Authentication]

Integrity

MD5

Access Control Mechanism

Role Based Access Control
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Implementation of Security Principles & Suitable Algorithms is shown in Table 1.
RESULT ANALYSIS
Analysis of system performance is done in two manners. The first way is observation of
performance in terms of computation time with respect to single node and three nodes. And
the second way is execution of testing and verification of developed application with respect
to proposed solution.
The complete solution has been deployed into two way; public and private cloud.
Subsequently results are observed in terms of computation time for both.
We have calculated results on the basis of file size after encryption. It is expected that
file size should not grow in huge way and should remain almost same in size after encryption.
The proposed system is working in the expected manner and file size is getting increased
with less than 1% of the total file size. The below table justifies the same result.

4. CONCLUSION
As on now cloud is changing the way a user works over the network. It continuously reduces
the load on users in terms of cost and complexity. It also lets the organization feel safe about
their data against security breaches and fault interruptions. It provides a robust way of serving
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user through a service based model. In a way to achieve its goal, the changed computing also
demands some of modified operation of security control for more protection.
With Reference to comparison graph shown in above figures a significant
enhancement has been observed into both public and private cloud. To highlight the complete
goodwill of proposed solution, following points are expressed.
1.
Previous work [Base Paper] only performs solution for public cloud not for
private. This work gives solution for both public and private cloud environment.
2.
Here, approximately 16% hike in upload and 33 % in download service has
been observed.
3.
Subsequently, Base paper work only concentrates on confidentiality and gives
poor authentication scheme and access control policy.
In this paper a solution is proposed to provide confidentiality, authentication and integrity
with access control scheme as a service and inside a data storage environment. At the initial
level of analysis, the system seems to satisfy all the demands of security in an effective
manner.
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